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1984 F. Suri1. IntrodutionSine the spring of 1999 the KLOE detetor, designed and built for thestudy of CP violation in neutral kaons deays, has been reording e+e�ollisions at DA�NE, the �-fatory of the Laboratori Nazionali di Frasati(Rome) of INFN.The KLOE detetor was designed to measure Re("0=") in one year(107 s) with an auray of one part in ten thousand, using primarily the dou-ble ratio method [1℄. For this purpose, at the design luminosity of 5�1032m�2s�1 on the � resonane peak, the DA�NE ollider will deliver as muhas 40 pb�1 per day.Sine �(e+e� ! �) � 3:1�b, B(�! K0SK0L) = 34.1%, and the K0L deaypath is 3:5m at this energy it follows that for the statistially lowest term ofthe double ratio measuring Re("0="), �10000 K0L ! �0�0deays per day anbe observed by a detetor of reasonable dimensions, i.e. some 5m in lengthand diameter.Due to severe mahine problems, however, at the end of 1999 only2.4 pb�1 were olleted by KLOE. These data were used mainly to performstudies on the detetor performanes to asses its apability of observing therelevant � and kaon deay hannels, and to start the study of the possiblesystematis a�eting the measurement of "0=".Many mahine problems were understood and solved in the �rst partof the year 2000, so that more than 20 pb�1 were olleted at the end ofthat year. Data analysis is in progress and the olleted statistis will beused to improve the systematis studies on "0=" and to perform auratemeasurements of � radiative deays and kaon rare deays.This paper presents the ollider main harateristis, the detetor per-formanes and the preliminary results of these analyses in progress.2. The DA�NE olliderDA�NE is an eletron�positron ollider whose .m. energy is optimizedfor the � resonane. The design philosophy was based on the possibility toreah the required luminosity of 5�1032 m�2s�1 with a moderate singlebunh luminosity (4�1030 m�2s�1, as in the ase of the VEPP-2M �-fatoryin Novosibirsk) and a large number of bunhes (120) irulating in the rings.This on�guration orresponds to the beam�beam olliding at 5A/beam,requiring two independent lines.Two interation points, the KLOE detetor sitting on one of them, areavailable with a beam rossing angle of 25 mrad; eletrons and positronsirulate in oplanar horizontal separate rings with beam rossing frequenyof 368.25 Hz and a bunh spaing of 2.7 ns. The bunh sizes at the interationpoints are 20�m in the transverse vertial diretion, 2mm in the transverse
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Fig. 1. The DA�NE ollider layout.horizontal and 13mm in the longitudinal ones, respetively. The energyspread is about 300KeV per beam; a shemati layout of DA�NE is shownin Fig. 1. 3. The KLOE detetorThe KLOE (KLOngExperiment) detetor [2℄ has been designed and builtwith the primary goal of measuring "0=" with a sensitivity of the order ofone part in ten thousand.It onsists of a large traking hamber, a hermeti eletromagneti alori-meter and a large magnet surrounding the whole detetor, onsisting ofa super onduting oil and an iron yoke (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Side view of the KLOE detetor.



1986 F. SuriThe traking hamber [3℄ is a ylindrial, 2 m radius, 3.7 m long DriftChamber (DC). The total number of wires is 52140, out of whih 12582are the sense ones. It operates with a low-Z He gas mixture, to minimizemultiple sattering of harged partiles and regeneration of K0L's. The 58onentri layers of wires are strung in an all-stereo geometry, with onstantinward radial displaement at the hamber enter. The design resolutionon a single measurement is �r� � 200 �m, while the K0S ! �+�� vertexresolution is �x;y � 500 �m, �z � 1�2mm.The Eletromagneti Calorimeter (EmC) [4℄ is a lead-sintillating �berssampling alorimeter divided into a barrel setion and two end aps. Themodules of both setions are read-out at the two ends by a total of 4880photo-multipliers. In order to minimize dead zones in the overlap regionbetween barrel and end aps, the modules of the latter are bent outwardswith respet to the deay region; in this way, all photo-multipliers are alignedto the magnet �eld and the response of the full read-out ell sample an bekept almost uniform.The alorimeter was designed to detet, with very high e�ieny, photonswhose energies are as low as 20 MeV, to measure their energy with resolutionof 6%=pE and the time with resolution of 50 ps/pE (E in GeV).The interation region is rather unonventional. First, two small alori-meters (QCAL) over the two sets of low-� quadrupoles, whih are insidethe detetor volume, as lose as 40 m from the Interation Point (IP).Seond, the form of the beam pipe is spherial at the IP, with a radius of10 m. In this way, the �duial volume of the K0S deay is fully ontainedinside the beam pipe and regeneration e�ets are minimized; moreover, twoverties, lose to the soure within a few entimetres, an be reonstrutedfor quantum interferometry measurements. In order to build this pipe aspeial Aluminum�Beryllium alloy (Albemet) was used.The trigger strategy depends on both DC and EmC information; a twolevel sheme [5℄ has been adopted in order to both produe early triggerswith good timing to start the FEE operation and to use as muh informationas possible from the drift hamber. A valid level 2 signal starts the DAQsystem.The arhiteture of the latter [6℄ has been oneived with the purposeof sustaining a throughput of about 40 Mb per seond. Data oming from� 25000 FEE hannels are read-out by 10 independent hains. The 10 sub-piees of event are then sent to a FDDI GIGA-swith whih redirets themto a omputer farm where the omplete event is reonstruted.



Results from KLOE and DA�NE 19874. On-beam detetor performanes4.1. EmC performanesAbsolute alibrations of energy and time sales are performed using ol-lision data. Spei�ally, a speial monitoring task selets Bhabha and �events; it sets every 100 nb�1 the absolute energy and time sales, andperforms a ross-alibration of eah single alorimeter element. An en-ergy resolution of 5:7%=pE (GeV) is ahieved throughout the whole alori-meter together with a linearity in energy response better than 1% above80 MeV and 4% between 20 to 80 MeV.

 (MeV)Fig. 3. (a) Calorimeter timing resolution from data; (b) �0 and � reonstrutedmasses (M�0 = 135:0MeV, �M = 13:0MeV, M� = 546:4MeV, �M = 40:3MeV).



1988 F. SuriMoreover,  samples from di�erent proesses are seleted to measure thetime resolution at various energies (see Fig. 3(a)); it sales aording to thelaw �T=(54/pE(GeV)� 147) ps, where the �rst term is in agreement withtest beam data, while the seond (ontributed by some misalibration e�etsand by the intrinsi time spread due to the bunh length) has to be addedin quadrature.Masses of neutral partiles (�0, �) are reonstruted with deviations fromthe PDG values below 0:6%. In Fig. 3(b) the reonstruted �0 and � massesfrom the � deay into three photon �nal state is shown.4.2. DC performanesResolutions and residuals of the DC are ontinuously monitored, ellby ell, making use of Bhabha and K0S ! �+�� events; they agree withexpetation.
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Fig. 4. (a) Momentum resolution as a funtion of the polar angle for Bhabha events;(b) di�erene between the �+�� invariant mass and PDG value of the K0S mass.



Results from KLOE and DA�NE 1989The momentum resolution for the 510 MeV/ eletrons and positronsseleted from Bhabha sattering events is shown in Fig. 4, as a funtionof the polar angle of the trak; in the region 50Æ < � < 130Æ, where theprojeted trak length is onstant, the resolution is 1.4 MeV/, dominatedby multiple sattering.The invariant mass from two unlike sign traks oming from a vertexwithin 5 m from the IP is omputed in the �+�� hypothesis and subtratedfrom the K0S mass PDG value; the result is shown in Fig. 4(b). K0S deaysare well identi�ed: the distribution peaks at the orret value, with a widthof 0.9 MeV/2.Clearly, from these results it follows that the performane of the DCmeets well the design spei�ations.5. Results from the �rst period of data taking5.1. Neutral kaon physisWhen a � meson deays into two neutral kaons, C-parity invarianefores the two kaons to be in a orrelated K0S�K0L state. The observation ofa K0S therefore, tags the presene of the K0L in the opposite hemisphere andvie versa.Both, in the ase of the K0L and in that of the K0S , two di�erent taggingstrategies have been developed. Atually, one an selet the deays of theK0S into harged or neutral pions to tag K0L's. Conversely, as a K0S taggingstrategy, one an either look for a harged vertex well inside the DC vol-ume, or identify a K0L interating in the alorimeter with an EmC signalompatible with that of a slowly moving (�=0.2) neutral partile1.K0S deays are tagged aording to the presription desribed in refer-ene [7℄. The tagging proedure is based on two requirements:1. The presene of a EmC luster to start the KLOE algorithm used toassign orretly in time all lusters to eah � deay.2. The presene of a EmC luster in the barrel region with energy largerthan 100 MeV and time ompatible with that being due to a partilemoving with � = 0.2.The two di�erent types of K0S deays are then seleted requiring:� The presene of four EmC lusters with a timing ompatible with thehypothesis of being due to prompt photons (their � must be loseto 1, within 5 �'s) to selet K0S ! �0�0 events; other geometrial andkinematial uts (390 �M4 � 660 MeV/2) are applied to rejet thebakground.1 More than one half of the K0L's reah the alorimeter before they deay.



1990 F. Suri� The presene of two oppositely harged traks originating from the IP,to selet K0S ! �+�� events. In this seond ase further requirementsare applied to the maximum and the total momentum of the two traks,to remove the residual bakground due to harged kaon deays.Bakground levels are kept well below 1% for both deays, as shown in ref-erene [7℄, where the determination of the geometri aeptane, the taggingand seletion e�ienies are also disussed. The deay length projeted ontothe K0S momentum from K0S ! �+�� deays are shown in Fig. 5(a) andthe 4 photon invariant mass from K0S ! �0�0 deays in Fig. 5(b).

 cm

Fig. 5. (a) K0S deay length from K0S ! �+��deays; (b) 4 photon invariant massfrom K0S ! �0�0 deays.



Results from KLOE and DA�NE 1991In the 1999 data sample, about 120 000 K0S ! �+�� and 50 000K0S ! �0�0 deays have been seleted. The latter number sets the sta-tistial auray, the �rst is the most relevant for the study of systematie�ets, not �nalized yet. The present estimate sets the systematis at the1% level, a number whih an be largely improved by inreasing the statistisof the ontrol samples.With the data sample the following ratio was omputed:� (K0S ! �+��)� (K0S ! �0�0) = N+�N00 "00tag"00re"00sel"00geo"00trig"+�tag "+�re "+�sel "+�geo "+�trig ; (1)where N+� (N00) is the number of K0S ! �+�� (K0S ! �0�0) reordedevents and the e�ienies " are quoted with self explaining su�x. Exludinggeometri aeptane, whih is determined by Monte Carlo simulation, allthe relevant e�ienies quoted above are measured using data. This removesthe need of reproduing in the Monte Carlo the interations of hadrons in thealorimeter with high auray, a totally untrivial issue at KLOE energies.Also the probability of photon's lusters splitting, partiularly relevant inthe K0S ! �0�0 analysis, is determined from data as well as the triggere�ieny, measured by omparing the amount of events when one or twoalorimeter trigger setors were �red. The KLOE resultBR(K0S ! �+��)BR(K0S ! �0�0) = 2:237 � 0:009 � 0:0016is ompared with the previous ones in Fig. 6 and with the PDG meanvalue (grey band). Preision measurements of the ratio in Eq. (1) allowimprovement of the auray in omputing the isospin amplitudes A0 andA2 and their phase di�erene (Æ0 � Æ2) (normally used to desribe the kaondeay into two pions) and inferenes on theoretially expeted orretionsdue both to isospin violations in eletromagneti interations and to innerbremsstrahlung in strong interations [8℄.The leanest and most opious signature for tagging K0L deays, is theobservation of a K0S ! �+�� event in the detetor. Two oppositely hargedtraks originating from a sphere of 6 m radius about the interation re-gion, are paired; their invariant mass is omputed in the pion hypothesis,and the event is tagged as K0SK0L whenever 50 < Ptot <170 MeV/ and400 < Minv < 600 MeV/2.A searh is then performed for either a harged or a neutral vertexalong the K0L reonstruted �ight diretion, to pre-selet K0L ! �+�� orK0L ! �0�0 andidates, respetively.



1992 F. Suri

Fig. 6. BR(K0S ! �+��)/BR(K0S ! �0�0) measurement summary.In the harged ase, the missing invariant mass squared and the missingmomentum are omputed from the harged traks and the K0L momenta, inthe hypothesis that the two traks belong to pions. The missing momentumis exatly zero for �+�� deays and tends to be small for soft neutrino emis-sion in semileptoni deays. The missing invariant mass satis�es M2inv=M2�0for K0L ! �+���0 deays, while it is zero for �+�� ones (see Fig. 7).The bakground for the CP violating signal, due to the tail of the distri-bution for K0L semileptoni deays, is strongly suppressed by imposing themissing momentum and the missing squared mass be almost equal to zero.The signal region is identi�ed by the small retangle in Fig. 7. The invari-ant mass of the traks in K0L ! �+�� andidate events is shown in Fig. 8;the statistis refer to the 1999 data sample in whih a total 332 andidateevents are found with a bakground ontribution estimated by Monte Carlo.K0L ! �0�0 deays are observed by seleting neutral verties with fourassoiated lusters in the alorimeter. Neutral verties are reonstrutedwith an algorithm using the timing information of the alorimeter lustersand the K0L momentum diretion from the reonstruted K0S one. A looseollinearity ut is then applied between the K0L �ight path and the momen-tum of the 4 system. The �nal sample is seleted requiring the preseneof 2 properly reonstruted �0's. The statistis refer to a subsample of thefull 1999 data sample, orresponding to about 1 nb�1 of integrated luminos-
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Fig. 7. Separation between various lasses of K0L harged deays. The small ret-angle bounds the CP violating signal region.
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Fig. 8. Measured invariant mass of the two traks in K0L ! �+�� andidate events.



1994 F. Suriity. The invariant mass distribution of this 2�0 system is shown in Fig. 9.The ontribution to the distribution due to K0L ! �0�0�0 deays with twolost photons, estimated by Monte Carlo, is shown by the dots in Fig. 9(a);the bakground subtrated signal is shown in Fig. 9(b). Note that in thisanalysis no use has been made either of the QCAL information, whih mightimprove the bakground rejetion power up to a fator of 5, or any kinemat-ially onstrained �t, whih an further enhane the separation betweensignal and bakground.

Fig. 9. K0L invariant mass from 4 events; (a) dots represent the Monte Carloestimated ontribution from K0L ! �0�0�0 deays; (b) bakground subtratedsignal from CP violating deays.5.2. Non kaoni � deaysPreliminary KLOE results on � hadroni deay from the 1999 data takingwere presented at the HEP Osaka Conferene in Summer 2000 [15℄. Crosssetion and branhing ratio values of some rare � radiative deays from theexperiments at the DA�NE and VEPP-2M (Novosibirsk) �-fatories aresummarized in Table I; all partile seondary deays, branhing ratios ortheir ratios are taken from the PDG 2000 values. Results are at the sameauray level and are ompatible within the errors.



Results from KLOE and DA�NE 1995TABLE ICross setion and branhing ratio measurements from experiments at the�-fatories; upper error is statistial, lower systemati; a) interferene with FSRis ignored; b) bakground from �� and !� deays is estimated by Monte Carloand subtrated; ) BR(� ! �0) is normalized to the PDG value of BR(� ! �)through the measured ratio between � and �' harged mode deays with threephotons in the �nal state (see referene [15℄).Observed proess KLOE '99 VEPP-2M�(e+e�!�) via �!� (3:19�0:02�0:26) �b (3:114�0:034�0:048) �b CMD-2 [9℄�(e+e�!!�0!�0�0) (0:67�0:04�0:05) nb (0:74 � 0:02) nb SND [10℄BR(�!f0!�0�0) (0.81�0:09�0:06)�10�4 (1:22 � 0:12)�4 SND [11℄BR(�!f0!�+��) � 1:6�10�4 a) (1:93 �0:46�0:50)�10�4CMD-2 [12℄(90%C.L.)BR(�!a0!��0) (0:69�0:14�0:10)�10�4 b) (0:88 � 0:17)�4 SND [11℄(0:49 +0:22�0:18�0:06 )�4CMD-2 [13℄BR(�!�0) (0:89�0:20�0:06)�10�4 ) (0:67 +0:34�0:29�0:10 )�4 SND [14℄KLOE also studied � deays into 3 photon �nal states obtaining thefollowing result on the ratio between branhings:BR(�! �)� BR(�! )BR(�! �0) = 3:85 � 0:02 (stat) � 0:12 (sys) : (2)This result is more aurate than the PDG 2000 average of (4:05 � 0:35).In the studies on the pseudo-salars setor, results from �' and � deayswere ombined and the ��! mixing angle �V taken into aount as in theformalism reently proposed by Bramon et al. [16℄; KLOE obtained thefollowing result for the pseudosalar mixing angle �p:�p = �� 18:9Æ +3:6Æ�2:8Æ(stat) � 0:6Æ(sys)� : (3)This result is ompared with the theoretial preditions following di�er-ent estimates in Fig. 10; the vertial band de�ne the 2� area around theKLOE entral value.
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Fig. 10. KLOE preliminary results for the pseudosalar mixing angle �p omparedwith the previous theoretial estimates.Finally, from the �t of the � ! �+���0 Dalitz-plot as desribed inreferene [15℄, a new measurement of the � masses, m(�) = 776:1�0:1 MeV,� (�) = 145:6 � 2:2 MeV, has been obtained, together with an estimate ofthe diret deay amplitude relative to the one via � � � one; all data arein agreement with the PDG values. The KLOE result R= Adiret=A�� =0:10 � 0:01 represents the �rst experimental evidene of diret prodution.7 Perspetives for the futureAfter some mahine hardware upgrade, DA�NE had restarted operationon April 2000 and had delivered the �rst stable ollisions to KLOE in July.In one month of data taking about 4 pb�1 were olleted. This representedan improvement of a fator 2�3 in delivered luminosity, at the prie, however,of an inreased bakground rate. The analysis of these data, together witha joint e�ort between mahine and detetor to understand the soure ofthe bakground, allowed further improvements when mahine operation wasresumed in autumn 2000 and the goal of about 1 pb�1 per day was reahedby the end of the year.
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